M 4 AG E N CY

Better Thinking Better Solutions

WE
ARE
M4 AGENCY
A boutique agency
that delivers big results.
Solutions
Creativity
Efficiency
Revenues

WHY WORK WITH US
We are brand-focused, strategy-driven and results-oriented marketing consultants
committed to the principles of executional excellence. Brands are talking with
consumers more than ever, but attention spans are becoming increasingly short
and more fragmented. Specializing in brand communication and marketing
solutions, we execute powerfully persuasive creative ideas that demand attention
across multiple platforms.
We work alongside some of the world’s most forward-thinking brands, as well as
helping ambitious entrepreneurs to build their businesses from point A upwards. …
blah, blah, blah. If you have read this far, then you have significantly exceeded
the average attention span. Please contact us to claim your prize.

GREAT EXPERIENCES

CREATE GREAT BRANDS

MEET US
M4 was founded in 2009 Our three founding directors have a vast knowledge and a wealth of
experience within the media, consumer goods marketing, digital and industries, and well as
hands-on know-how with startups.

MARINES DUARTE
mduarte@m4agency.com

GUILLERMO PLEHN
gplehn@m4agency.com

DAVID TAGGART
dtaggart@m4agency.com

We are a team of problem solvers, innovators, creative thinkers and producers

WHAT WE DO
We are constantly exploring new disciplines and evolving our existing offerings to meet our clients
needs

MEDIA

BRANDING

COMMUNICATIONS

DIGITAL

SOCIAL MEDIA

PROMOTIONS /
BTL ACTIVATIONS

CONTENT DEVELOPMENT
AND DISTRIBUTION

SPONSORSHIPS

SOME OF OUR CLIENTS

Challenge:
- Help the company launch the brand and communications operations in the U.S. and Latin America.
Strategy:
- Develop a comprehensive marketing and communications plan focusing on leading fashion media and
influencers who in turn promoted the brand.
Execution:
- M4 identified and helped contract the best showrooms in New York as DELPOZO’s first footprint in the luxury fashion
world in the US. M4 also searched, filtered, and identified the right New York-based PR agency, that rapidly got the
designer and brand into the right publications covered by the right media.
Selected Tactics:
- In February 2013, DELPOZO made their US debut at Mercedes Benz Fashion Week New York. M4 organized
coverage amongst fashionistas and fashion editors of the most recognized media, creating huge buzz for the
brand.
- M4 brought potential buyers and key media to the show in order to expose / introduce them to the Brand.
Results:
- Following the 2013 show, DELPOZO was featured on the cover of Fashion magazines such as Vogue, Elle and
Hapers Bazaar.
- Less than 3 years after their debut, DELPOZO has become one of the most popular talked about runway shows at
Fashion Week amongst the fashion media and is consistently covered by the Fashion Industry’s most influential
editors and buyers.

Challenge:
- Create greater brand recognition in the U.S. amongst the consumers and the jewelry and accessory trade.
Strategy:
- Focus brand awareness efforts on a national level in the US.
- Emphasize specific DMAs such as Miami and NY through a regional print campaign as well as local events.
- Increase the brand awareness attributes and DNA through digital influencers.
Execution:
- Developed a national partnership with Harpers Bazaar magazine. Created a blogger program with key NY
and Miami bloggers.
Results:
- Increase of the amount of jewelers adding the Tous Brand in their stores.
- Blogger program resulted on 5.2 million impressions with over 70k+ new followers and interactions on their
social media posts.
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Challenge:
- Position Natura Bissé in the US as one of the most luxurious skin care brands in the world, and create brand awareness.
Strategy:
- Partnered with Vogue (US) to increase brand awareness and create the right traffic to Natura Bissé’s new website.
Execution:
- In order to gain brand recognition with “trend-setters” and influencers, we developed a tactical focus for the client’s
print and digital campaign around Vogue specials and events such as MET Gala edition and others.
Results:
- Through this effort, Natura Bissé realized a CTR of 0.36% in the US – 4.5x the industry standard.

Challenge:
- Build consumer brand awareness in the US for Tous and Halloween Fragrances as a part of the company’s
distribution expansion strategy.
Strategy:
- Identify media outlets and platforms that align with the product(s) target audiences and to create brand
and product content, which could be integrated into features and articles.
Execution:
- We curated a selection of key influencers / bloggers that aligned with each of the brand’s (Tous and
Halloween Fragrances) specific profile and image.
- We got the products in the hands of the influencers who experienced them personally and wrote about
them.
- Organized high impact bloggers events for the brands.
- Designed interactive and engaging press releases and communiqués with graphic images and gifs, which
stood out from traditional press releases.
Results:
- The brand and the fragrances were experienced by more than 50 top editors and influencers, which
generated more than 1 million earned media impressions with a reach of over 700,000 people. Editorial
coverage occurred in 10 major publications and the products received a free advertising placement.

Challenge:
- Michael Kors has a global BTL activation called “Jet Set Experience”. They came to us to adapt and rollout the promotion in
Mexico
Strategy:
- M4 created a “Michael Kors Jet-Set Experience” with Vogue Mexico where customers had the chance to win a “one of a kind trip”
to the Riviera Maya in Mexico. This was organized around the launch of their newest watch collection.
Execution:
- Customers who purchased a Michael Kors watch in one of the participating Palacio de Hierro stores or Michael Kors Boutique were
invited to participate in the contest.
- M4 developed the project from end to end including creative, website, and media plan and buy.
Results:
- Sales increase in participating stores and significant brand engagement.

TE DA LA BIENVENIDA

Challenge:
- Fiber One was looking for a brand positioning strategy to generate brand awareness, communicate brand
benefits and increase product sales in Latin America.
Strategy:
- Created a general brand and product benefit awareness strategy focused on the moment of the
consumer purchasing decision.
Execution:
- We created a high impact campaign for digital and traditional media outlets.
- Digital media outlets included YouTube, Facebook, Google Ads, and Spotify.
- A program for Hola.com was created to reach consumers that lead a healthy lifestyleand were
interested in fitness / weight loss.
- We generated product awareness through product sampling at strategic times and places to drive sales
with the target market. This sampling was accompained by product information. To reinforce this strategy,
we selected top influential Mexican Bloggers to help raise product awareness with millenials through social
media.
Results:
- Editors, writers and producers regularly cover over clients in print / online magazines, and bloggers create
awareness and engagement through their social media platforms and blogs.

Challenge:
- SkyRise Miami is a projected 1000-foot Vertical Entertainment Center / observatory tower located at the epicenter of Downtown Miami. They
are seeking a naming rights and secondary sponsors for the Tower.
Strategy:
- Position this development as a one-of-a-kind venue and through marketing activations, create additional value for the naming rights sponsor.
Execution:
- Developed an extensive sponsorship pipeline.
- Set up multiple sponsorship sales meetings.
- Created engaging marketing activations for specific brands.
- Design and create all marketing material for sales pitches (presentations, books, flyers, videos, websites in multiple languages etc).
Results:
- Currently in final negotiations with a lead and secondary sponsor.

SkyRise Miami is a unique Vertical
Entertainment Venue and 21st
Century Observation Tower which
will redefine the Miami skyline.
SkyRise Miami will become the iconic
symbol of the “New Miami”.

SkyRise Miami Overview

Sponsor Benefits

SkyRise Miami Assets

•

•

Opportunity to brand the newest
and most visible iconic destination
in South Florida

•

Category exclusivity

•

Property IP rights

•

Long visitor engagement period:
SkyRise Miami experience
estimated 2.5 hours

•

Sponsor signage throughout site.

•

Dedicated, year-round brand
engagement footprint

•

Projected annual visitors 3.2 MM*

•

Retail showcase opportunities

•

Sustainability Platform: SkyRise
Miami projected to be LEED Gold

•

Brand exposure in measured
media

•

Limited partner clutter, high•
impact engagement opportunities

•

•

At a height of 1,000 ft. SkyRise
Miami will be the tallest building
south of New York on the Eastern
seaboard of the U.S.
Located within Bayside
Marketplace, SkyRise Miami will be
the epicenter of the “New Miami”
Features include:
Main Observation Decks
Dining
Retail
Premium Observation Deck
o Ballroom - 600 seat capacity
o Conference & Exhibition Center
o Interactive Exhibit
o Planned Rides include:
■ SkyRise Flying Theatre
■ Sky Plunge
■ SkyDrop
o
o
o
o

•

Highly accredited and experienced
developer, engineers, architects,
and consultants

Project Timeline

Prominent positioning in social
media + digital platforms.

•

Product placement within venue

•

Tickets & hosting opportunities

* Projected visitors stabilized in 5 years

December
2013

September
2014

Announcement
of SkyRise Miami

Construction
Commences

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: DAVID TAGGART • (305) 479 2593 • DTAGGART@M4AGENCY.COM

2019
Grand
Opening

Challenge:
- The New York Wheel, a new attraction that will become the world’s largest observation wheel and will be
the New York City equivalent of the London Eye needed project-marketing materials, investor-marketing
materials and a naming rights sponsor.
Strategy:
- Position the wheel as a global iconic landmark and destination for New York City.
- Identify, filter and research companies / prospective sponsors whose marketing and activations objectives
align with the benefits the wheel offers.
- Develop sophisticated and unique marketing materials that command the attention of C-level executives.
Execution:
- Developed an extensive sponsorship pipeline.
- Set up multiple sponsorship sales meetings with key decision-makers.
- Created engaging marketing activations for specific brands.
- Designed and created all marketing material for sales pitches (presentations, books, flyers, videos, websites
in multiple languages etc.)
Results:
- Over $550 million in funding was raised
- A naming rights sponsor agreement was secured

Challenge:
The company needed three different solutions:
-

To create a best practice global communications organization.
Identify internal communications “pain points” and develop a plan to streamline communications across functional
areas.
Support with their crisis management practices.

Strategy:
- Develop global best practices corporate communications plan and structure; including hiring and training a resource
that transfers knowledge back to headquarters.
- Establish and define open communication channels between the different business units.
- Set up a department heads communications task force
- Develop specific initiatives related to crisis management
Execution:
- Set up and coordinated a communication task force to enable a more open dialogue between the different
divisions.
- Align all their communication platforms (websites and social media).
- Recruited a medical and research board of advisors and organized regular meetings with the goal of helping solve a
crisis-issue.
- Create all necessary marketing tools (presentations and websites).
- Hired and trained a global communications associate that will eventually move to company headquarters and
transfer knowledge acquired from M4’s best practices.
Results:
- Helped one of the group brands avert a complete crisis in the US and Canada; regained confidence of key
influencers and buyers.

CONTACT:
Whatever you’re looking to achieve, feel free to call us for an informal chat, drop us an
email, pop in for a café Cubano or, if it’s after 5pm, a Mojito and some fresh ideas.
Reach us how we would do it
info@m4agency.com
How your parents would do it
+1 (786) 518 2858
How your kids would do it
M4agency
@m4agency
How your grandparents would do it
(write to)
M4 Agency
2333 Brickell - Suite H1
Miami, FL 33129 USA

M 4 AG E N CY

www.m4agency.com

